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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the primary purpose of a defined rule in an IPS?
A. to define a set of actions that occur when a specific user
logs in to the system
B. to detect internal attacks
C. to configure an event action that takes place when a
signature is triggered
D. to configure an event action that is pre-defined by the
system administrator
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
You can choose from the following summarization options:
fire-all-Fires an alert each time the signature is triggered.
If the threshold is set for summarization,
alerts are fired for each execution until summarization occurs.
After summarization starts, only one alert
every summary interval fires for each address set. Alerts for
other address sets are either all seen or
separately summarized. The signature reverts to fire all mode
after a period of no alerts for that
signature.
summary-Fires an alert the first time a signature is triggered,
and then additional alerts for that
signature are summarized for the duration of the summary
interval. Only one alert every summary
interval should fire for each address set. If the global
summary threshold is reached, the signature goes
into global summarization mode.
global-summarization-Fires an alert for every summary interval.
Signatures can be preconfigured for
global summarization.
fire-once-Fires an alert for each address set. You can upgrade
this mode to global summarization
mode.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/ips/7-0/configura
tion/guide/cli/cliguide7/
cli_event_action_rules.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a Microsoft Exchange Server 2019 organization that
contains a shared mailbox named Inquiries.
You need to configure Inquiries to meet the following
requirements:
* A user named User1 must have full access to the mailbox
without having permissions to send email messages.
* A user named User2 must be able to send email messages that
appear to come from the mailbox.
How should you complete the PowerShell script? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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NEW QUESTION: 4
A Product Owner is prioritizing user Stories to create a
Prioritized Product Backlog for a project to design a banking
portal. All of the following User Stories will be evaluated
while prioritizing EXCEPT:
A. User Stories that are very difficult to determine its value,
create and/or deliver.
B. User Stories that are dependent on others for completion.
C. User Stories that generate value for the customer.
D. User Stories that are innovative and may or may not be
successfully created.
Answer: A
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